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What’s this presentation about? 
 
Who we are, what we want, how we 
were stopped and the search for 
answers to questions. 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
My presentation is about four topics: who we are, what we want, how it was stopped and the questions I have for which I’m trying to find answers.My name is Simone Kortekaas, I work as Head of Research & Education Support at the Library of Wageningen University & Research in the Netherlands. And I am speaking here at this ISNI Summit on behalf of my Dutch university library colleagues.
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UKB consortium = the 13 Dutch University Libraries + the 
National Library (KB)  

Who we are... 
 
 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
A short intro to the UKB consortium. We are a national library and 13 university libraries in the Netherlands. From 2014-2017 the university libraries moved away from a national infrastructure to an international environment (WorldCat). Adopting international standards, embraced PCC to serve an international scientific community in the best way we can. The National Library, who is also connected to our public libraries kept working in the national catalogue, but they synchronise their metadata to WorldCat as well.
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What we want... 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Research/university libraries are living in a dual world: the world of titles, catalogues, MARC21 and PCC and the world of research impact, rankings, citation indexes, repositories and research information systems.For some decades we have been using a Dutch identifier in our Research Information Systems (RIS): It was called DAI (digital, or was it Dutch, author identifier. DAI was created in our former national cataloguing system GGC, making use of the NTA (Dutch thesaurus of authors). When we switched to WorldCat and the use of international standards we had to come up with a DAI successor.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
2014: the DAI working group wrote a memo about the future of Dutch infrastructure for author identifiers. Decision 2015 made by UKB consortium: phase out DAI, start implementation ISNI and promote the use of ORCID to researchers.With as arguments: ISNI is a bridge identifier which will help integrate databases and authority files such as NTA. ORCID aims at researchers directly and works by means of self registration.Aim for ISNI: every university library is responsible for making an ISNI for their own researchers and adding ISNI to research output in the universities Research Information system (RIS).Aim for ORCID: make every researcher aware that it is important to have one (!) ORCID.  For cataloguing in WorldCat and/or ALMA we use NACO thesaurus and longing for a connection between NACO and ISNI.



Starting point in 2017 
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Because of synchronising NTA with ISNI: 
 55.210 ISNI’s, names with source DAI and status 

assigned 
 17.520 ISNI’s, names with source DAI en status 

provisional of which...  
 5.228 possible duplicaties with source DAI and/or NTA  
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In the years before 2017 OCLC did some batchloads from NTA to ISNI. This resulted in assigned and provisional ISNI’s. When uni’s stopped cataloguing scientific publications in the national catalogue OCLC stopped with the batch loads, although several libraries continued creating DAI’s. This created the DAI Gap (Author’s with a DAI but without an ISNI).



DAI GAP 
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Amount of provisionals too big to clean up in one go. 
 
Follow National Library: only clean up when you encounter 
a provisional or possible duplicate while working online. 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We initiated a project for ISNI implementation with the aim to start in January 2019. Building workflows and instructions for colleagues in the 13 university libraries, colleagues working on RIS and/or catalogues. Keeping in contact with our national library (KB) to streamline work processes and decisions when applicable. We are a small working group of enthusiastic forerunners, we started preparation for implementation, talked a lot to colleagues to convince them that we still needed ISNI although our researchers are embracing other identifiers, from our point of view preferably ORCID and we planned a kick of by the end of March.(Parallel a UKB project has been started in 2019 to do an ORCID campaign amongs researchers of all universities).



Workflow – preparation for every library  
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 Add ISNI to RIS Pure as Person source ID. Check 
difference for RIS Converis. 
 Collect ISNI’s from ISNI-database through former DAI 

(with VIAF API, script is available)  
 Read ISNI’s to Pure (there is a job available: person Id 

import)  
 Develop report definition for Pure to get authors without 

ISNI and without DAI 
 

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We developed an advise for every library how to start.



How to get rid of 20.000 provisional ISNI’s 
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Start working from RIS  
 
Look for researchers with publications but no ISNI  
 
If DAI in RIS then look for DAI in ISNI database and 
change provisional ISNI to assigned ISNI.  
 
If DAI in RIS and no DAI in ISNI database then create new 
ISNI  
 
If no DAI in RIS then create new ISNI 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
And how to deal with the provisional ISNI’s.



Ready to start the ride... 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So far so good. We were ready to start the ride.Picture from private collection, now available in the public domain :)



The ISNI License 
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Umbrella license made by SURF Market & ISNI 
 
Ready to be signed by the end of 2018 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
However, to start the ISNI implementation we needed a license and this became our showstopper. What happened? At first we aimed at a UKB Consortium License with our National Library as a RAG. This was 2016/2017. Because of various reasons this didn’t work out so we decided as uni. libraries to ask SURF Market (our Dutch Licence office who also does our big deals with the journal publishers) to negotiate or actually design an umbrella license for all university libraries (and in future maybe others). It took SURFMarket as well as ISNI (Tim Devenport) a lot of creativity and effort to come up with this new license form. Normally ISNI deals with National Libraries as RAGS and/or individual organisations.There efforts resulted in a license ready for signing by library directors by the end of 2018.



Stopped by.. 
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     GDPR 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
And then we collided with GDPR.  By asking SURF Market to take care of the ISNI license we tried to avoid to have discussions on GDPR in 13 organisations. But every library director has to sign the agreement for their own organisation, so lawyers of 13 organisations will check the license agreement.



Two main issues: 
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Permission needed from researchers 
 
Security of ISNI database 
  
  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
It turned out that there are two main issues which blocked signing the license.Some university lawyers claim that, because of GDPR, researchers have to accept personally that libraries add their name data to the ISNI database;They also put question marks to the security of the ISNI database: is ISNI for universities a trustful partner and how can we prove this. 



British Library position 
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The creation of authority files is a long established part of 
library/archival science; the legal basis for processing 
personal data for this purpose is ‘necessary for the 
performance of a task carried out in the public interest’.  
  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
It seems that laywers of national libraries like BL and BNF are willing to argue that they have a fair interest. Andrew MacEwan sent me the BL position:The creation of authority files is a long established part of library/archival science; the legal basis for processing personal data for this purpose is ‘necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest’. 



 
 
 
Looking for answers... 
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How are my European colleagues handling the GDPR-
issue? 
Are other research libraries working under a RAG initiated 
by a national library? 
Are there consortia or individual organisations who tackled 
the problem? 
Where can I find the right arguments to convince lawyers? 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
When I heard about this ISNI Summit I thought “this is the place and here I’ll might find the people  who can help me to find answers to my questions”.I am very curious how other research libraries are handling this delicate GDPR-issue on ISNI (but also NACO or other name authority files). Are all my European colleagues working under a RAG initiated by a national library, are there individual research organisations who tackled the problem? How did they do that? Where can I find the right arguments to convince 13 opinionated expert university lawyers, while I’m just a passionate librarian, no juridical expert.
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With special thanks to the projectmembers: 

 

Marion van Brunschot (University of Amsterdam) 

Anneke Houtkamp (Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam) 

Ingrid de Ruiter (Utrecht University) 

Arjan Dekker (National Library) 

Barbara Rickenmann (OCLC) 

 

And to Wim Klerkx (University of Amsterdam) who allowed me to freely 
cut and paste from his presentation to the Pure Usergroup 
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Thank you for your attention, please ask your critical 
questions and help me answering mine. 
 
 
 
     simone.kortekaas@wur.nl 
 

mailto:simone.kortekaas@wur.nl
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